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Abstract
Background: In a high throughput setting, effective flow cytometry data analysis depends heavily on proper data
preprocessing. While usual preprocessing steps of quality assessment, outlier removal, normalization, and gating
have received considerable scrutiny from the community, the influence of data transformation on the output of
high throughput analysis has been largely overlooked. Flow cytometry measurements can vary over several orders
of magnitude, cell populations can have variances that depend on their mean fluorescence intensities, and may
exhibit heavily-skewed distributions. Consequently, the choice of data transformation can influence the output of
automated gating. An appropriate data transformation aids in data visualization and gating of cell populations
across the range of data. Experience shows that the choice of transformation is data specific. Our goal here is to
compare the performance of different transformations applied to flow cytometry data in the context of automated
gating in a high throughput, fully automated setting. We examine the most common transformations used in flow
cytometry, including the generalized hyperbolic arcsine, biexponential, linlog, and generalized Box-Cox, all within
the BioConductor flowCore framework that is widely used in high throughput, automated flow cytometry data
analysis. All of these transformations have adjustable parameters whose effects upon the data are non-intuitive for
most users. By making some modelling assumptions about the transformed data, we develop maximum likelihood
criteria to optimize parameter choice for these different transformations.
Results: We compare the performance of parameter-optimized and default-parameter (in flowCore) data
transformations on real and simulated data by measuring the variation in the locations of cell populations across
samples, discovered via automated gating in both the scatter and fluorescence channels. We find that parameter-
optimized transformations improve visualization, reduce variability in the location of discovered cell populations
across samples, and decrease the misclassification (mis-gating) of individual events when compared to default-
parameter counterparts.
Conclusions: Our results indicate that the preferred transformation for fluorescence channels is a parameter-
optimized biexponential or generalized Box-Cox, in accordance with current best practices. Interestingly, for
populations in the scatter channels, we find that the optimized hyperbolic arcsine may be a better choice in a
high-throughput setting than current standard practice of no transformation. However, generally speaking, the
choice of transformation remains data-dependent. We have implemented our algorithm in the BioConductor
package, flowTrans, which is publicly available.
Background
Flow cytometry (FCM) is increasingly moving to-wards
automated methods to deal with the quantities of data gen-
erated by high throughput, high-content screening [1-11].
An appropriate, auto-mated data pre-processing pipeline,
including automated gating and matching of correspond-
ing cell populations across replicated or similar samples is
important for the accuracy of downstream analysis. How-
ever, accurate automated gating of FCM data is compli-
cated by asymmetric and overlapping cell populations,
frequent outlier events, cell populations whose variance
depend on their mean fluorescence intensity, and multipli-
cative errors in the fluorescence channels. All of these
characteristics can influence the output of both manual
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sis. Data transformation plays an important role in mitigat-
ing some of these effects, both in manual and automated
analysis setting. In a manual analysis setting, a transforma-
tion is typically chosen to facilitate cell population visuali-
zation for the purposes of gating. Generally, a set of
common transformation parameters are chosen across
multiple samples to ensuret h a tt h e ya r eo nac o m m o n
scale and facilitate comparison. Carefully chosen data
transformations and corresponding parameters have been
suggested to overcome some of the problems surrounding
manual FCM analysis and gating [12,13]. Data transforma-
tion plays an even more important role in an automated,
high throughput setting since the scale and distribution of
the transformed data can influence downstream analysis
procedures. Some automated gating methods include data
transformation as part of the gating algorithm [6,8,10].
Other methods function under the assumption that the
data have been appropriately transformed prior to the gat-
ing step [1,2,7,9]. Methods for inter-sample normalization
in downstream preprocessing steps can allow for different
data transformations per sample. By loosening the require-
ments of a common transformation across samples, we
can explore the optimization of data transformations for
automated gating. In such a setting, the impact of data
transformation has received relatively little attention
[6,14,15]. Lo et al. propose the estimation of a generalized
Box-Cox transformation embedded within a mixture mod-
elling framework to simultaneously gate and transform
skewed cell populations [6]. Their approach works very
well in practice, but FCM data are generally still subjected
to a global transformation prior to automated gating.
What is clear is that the choice of transformation is data-
driven and involves multiple considerations. The under-
pinning principle is to choose a transformation that
facilitates cell population gating, visualization, and inter-
sample comparison, by obtaining a representation wherein
cell populations are well resolved across the full range of
the data [6,12,15-17].
There are many transformations in common use for flow
cytometry data, including the logarithm and related trans-
formations such as the linear-logarithmic and hyperlog
transforms, power transformations such as the generalized
Box-Cox, which includes the logarithm as a special case,
and the biexponential and related transformations such as
the logicle and generalized arcsinh [6,12,13,17]. The log
transformation can often stabilize the variance of cell
populations in the fluorescence channels across nearly the
full range of intensities but cannot represent negative data
values of unstained cell populations, leading to compres-
sion of data against the axes and poor visual representation
of low intensity or unstained populations [12]. To deal
with this, other transformations have been suggested,
including the linear-logarithmic (linlog) transformation, the
biexponential (logicle), and generalized arcsinh transforma-
tions. These all improve upon the log by allowing negative
values, providing a linear representation of data around
zero and a logarithmic representation of the data at higher
intensity values, with a smooth transition between the two
extremes. The hyperlog has been proposed specifically for
compensated data and is also capable of dealing with non-
positive values [13]. The biexponential transform provides
additional flexibility by allowing the linear portion of the
scale to be asymmetric around zero; the logarithmic scale
can similarly be tuned by adjustable parameters. The gen-
eralized Box-Cox has been adapted and applied to FCM
data in the context of automated gating within a multivari-
ate-t mixture modelling framework [4,6,18]. Lo et al. pro-
posed to select the generalized Box-Cox transformation
parameter maximizing the likelihood of individual cell
populations being generated by a mixture of multivariate-t
or multivariate-normal distributions on the transformed
scale [6]. All of these transformations have one or more
parameters (with the exception of the log) that can be
adjusted in a data-dependent manner to modify the repre-
sentation of the data. We perform our analysis within the
flowCore framework in BioConductor, which is the predo-
minant tool set in use for automated, high throughput flow
data analysis. The default parameters of the transforma-
tions within flowCore are rarely adjusted in practice, and
are almost certainly not the best possible parameter
choices for all data sets. Here we examine the impact of
the chosen transformation and its parameters upon the
accuracy of automated gating as well as the ability to
match gated cell populations across samples.
We make several important comments about notation.
In this paper we refer frequently to transformations and
inverse transformations. Mathematically, a function and its
inverse are denoted f(.) and f
-1(.), respectively. However, in
FCM data, the biexponential transformation is actually the
inverse of f(y)=a exp(b(y - w)) - c exp(-d(y - w)) + f,w h e r e
f(y) is the biexponential function. For clarity of exposition,
in this paper, we will refer to the biexponential transforma-
tion as f
-1(y) above, and the inverse-biexponential transfor-
mation as f(y), above. Although counter-intuitive to the
mathematical definition of the biexponential function, this
nomenclature is accepted in the FCM community [12].
The notation in Table 1 is in accordance with this
nomenclature.
Methods
Parameter Estimation
We use maximum likelihood methods to estimate the
parameters of each transformation (generalized arcsinh,
generalized Box-Cox, linlog, and biexponential) follow-
ing established methods [19]. If Y is an n × d data
matrix, we represent the data as a sequence of nd -
dimensional vectors Yi ={yi,1 ,..., yi, d}a n dt h e
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that accounts for the change of scale under different trans-
formation parameters. It follows that for a fixed θ,t h em e a n
and covariance of the transformed data can be estimated by
the sample mean and sample covariance, as follows,
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Now we can substitute these two expressions into (1)
and maximize over θ After some simple algebra, it can
be shown that it is equivalent to minimizing:
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the squared Jacobian terms. Thus explicit derivation of
the functions to be minimized for each transformation,
S(θ), only involve deriving the Jacobian of the transfor-
mation. These transformations, their inverses, and their
Jacobians are summarized in Table 1, and presented in
Additional File 1 with common parameter values. When
no closed form exists, we use numerical optimization
routines in R to optimize (1) over θ [ 2 0 ] .W en o t et h a t
the translation parameter is fixed at f = 0 in the biexpo-
nential transformation in order to resolve identifiability
issues with the full parameterization (see Additional File
2). The decision to model the transformed data as a
multivariate Gaussian distribution is motivated by the
implicit assumption of a common error model across all
cells when performing a global data transformation. We
note that the form of this implicit error model is not
known. The multivariate Gaussian assumption is strictly
a computationally convenient choice that has the effect
Table 1 Summary of transformations
Transformation Mathematical Definition
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Summary of transformations for flow cytometry. The transformations examined in this study, together with their inverses, Jacobians and parameter restrictions. f
(y; θ) is the transformation function typicallly applied to untransformed flow cytometry data, y, whereas f
-1(x; θ) is its inverse. For the biexponential, the
transformation f(.) has no closed form and must be solved numerically. Consequently, the Jacobian of the biexponential transformation is given by the reciprocal
of the Jacobian of the inverse transformation, and therefore depends directly on the transformed data, x. sgn is the signum function, also known as the sign
function, which extracts the sign of a real number.
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Page 3 of 13of making the marginal distribution of the data more
symmetric and reducing the influence of outliers at the
subsequent gating step. For the purposes of gating, how-
ever, flow cytometry data is better represented as a mix-
ture of distributions, which is done explicitly by
flowClust and flowMerge.
Follicular Lymphoma Data Set
We examined a subset of a clinical FCM data set
derived from lymph node biopsies from 10 individuals
diagnosed with follicular lymphoma. Each sample was
five-dimensional, labeled with CD5, CD19, and CD3, in
addition to the FSC (forward scatter) and SSC (side
scatter) channels. The ten individuals sampled consisted
of five males and five females, of median age 59.5 years,
(range 40-82). Five individuals had stage 4 disease, three
had stage 3 disease, and two had stage 1 disease. Overall
s u r v i v a lf o rt h eg r o u pr a n g e df r o m0 . 4 5y e a r st o1 4 . 6 6
years.
Evaluating the Suitability of a Data Transformation
To evaluate the performance of different transforma-
tions, we measured the variation in the location of cell
populations identified by automated gating using the
flowClust/flowMerge frameworks [4,6]. The variation in
the position of gated cell populations was measured
across biological replicates, and compared for each
transformation.
The FSC and SSC channels were analyzed separately
from the fluorescence channels, according to procedures
established elsewhere [6]. Data was normalized on the
scale on which it would be visualized, therefore the scat-
ter channels were normalized prior to transformation,
whereas the fluorescence channels were normalized
after data transformation (Figure 1a and 1b) [21]. In the
scatter channels, parameter-optimized transformations
(generalized arcsinh, generalized Box-Cox, linlog,
biexponential) were compared against default-parameter
counterparts (generalized arcsinh and biexponential), as
well as the standard procedure of no transformation
(Figure 1a path 1 and 2). For fluorescence channels,
default and optimized parameter transformation were
compared against together with the log transformation
(Figure 1b, path 1 and 2). Populations in the scatter and
fluorescence channels were automatically gated using
the flowClust and flowMerge framework [4,6]. These dis-
covered populations were metaclustered, and intraclus-
ter variability was compared either on the transformed
scale (fluorescence channels), or on the original scale
(scatter channels).
Cell Population Identification, Metaclustering and Metrics
Automated gating was performed using the flowClust
and flowMerge packages in BioConductor [4,6,22]. Lym-
phocyte cell populations were identified manually from
among the gated populations, and corresponded to the
most dense clusters of cells in the FSC vs SSC dimen-
sions. We evaluated the performance of each transfor-
mation by examining the variation in the position of the
lymphocyte cell populations across biological replicates.
The variation was measured as the sum of squared
deviations from the mean lymphocyte cell population
position across the samples. Cell populations identified
in the fluorescence channels by automated gating were
matched across samples using a metaclustering
approach. This involved a modified single linkage
agglomerative clustering approach to group correspond-
ing populations across samples [23]. We provide an
informal description of the algorithm, followed by a for-
mal definition. Informally, we assume that cell popula-
tions in each sample are unique, therefore no more than
one population from a sample can belong to a metaclus-
ter. We choose the sample with the largest number of
cell populations and assign each population to unique
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Figure 1 Flowchart of the analysis pipeline. Flowchart describing our analysis pipeline. a) Procedure for analyzing FSC vs SSC channels.
Standard data analysis procedures are depicted by path 1, whereas procedures applying parameter-optimized transformations are depicted by
path 2. b) Procedure for analyzing fluorescence channels. Standard procedures are depicted by path 1). Procedures utilizing optimized
transformations are depicted by path 2. The default transformation depicted in 1) is the generalized arcsinh with default parameters (a = 1, b =
1, c = 0), as defined in the flowCore package. Normalization follows transformation in b) to ensure that the transformed data are on a common
scale.
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Page 4 of 13metacluster. We then iterate through each cell popula-
tion in the remaining samples and assign it to its nearest
metacluster (measured by the Mahalanobis distance),
with the restriction that no more than one cell popula-
tion from a sample may belong to the same metacluster.
More formally, we let S ={ s1,.. ,sn,.. ,sN}b et h es e t
of all samples, indexed by n. Following automated gat-
ing, a sample is clustered into some number, πn,o fdis-
covered cell populations.W el e t P ppp
nn
i
nn
n ={ ,.., ,.., } 1 
be the set of discovered cell populations within the nth
sample, such that the cardinality of P
n is |P
n|=πn.O n
the transformed scale, each discovered cell population is
summarized by a multivariate-t distribution. The para-
meters of the multivariate-t distribution representing the
ith cell population from the nth sample are  i
n,t h ed-
dimensional vector of means,  i
n ,t h ed × d covariance
matrix, and  i
n , the degrees of freedom, as defined in
Lo et. al. [6].
The set of metaclusters is denoted ℳ ={ M1, M2, ...,
MK}. Each metacluster is itself a set of populations with
t h ec o n s t r a i n tt h a tn om e t acluster can contain more
than one population from a given sample. For each
population, pi
n,w ed e f i n eal a b e lli
n which can take a
value between 1 and K,w h e r eK =m a x n(πn). If li
n = k,
population pi
n belongs to metacluster k. Additionally
the distance between a metacluster Mk and a population
p j
m is denoted (, ) m i n [( , ) ] {, | } kp Dp p j
m
inl k i
n
j
m
i
n = = ,
which is the minimum distance between population p j
m
and all populations that are already assigned to
metacluster k. To enforce the one sample per metaclus-
ter constraint we set (, ) kp j
m =∞ if lk i
m = for some
m. We define the distance between population i in the
nth sample and population j in the mth sample as
Dp p i
n
j
m (, ) ( ) ( ) =− −
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j
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Mahalanobis distance, assuming that the first argument
(pi
n) is a population assigned to metacluster k [24].
To construct the metaclusters we:
1. Set the number of metaclusters to K = maxn(πn)
2. Initialize the metaclusters with the K populations
from sample sn0 where n0 =a r gm a x n(πn). If there
is more than one such sample, pick the one with the
best likelihood or best separation of clusters
(entropy).
3. Let (, , ) a r g m i n (, ) {,,} jnk kp jnk j
n =  , assign p j
n to
metacluster k.
4. Repeat until each population is assigned to a
metacluster.
Simulation Study
To further test our algorithm, we simulated ten data
sets of N = 15000 events in three-dimensions from nine
cell populations modeled as a multivariate-t mixture dis-
tribution with four degrees of freedom, following the
approach of Lo et al., and fixed proportions drawn from
a Dirichlet distribution with parameter a = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 10) [6]. The population proportions were,
p = (. ,. ,. ,. ,
., ., ., .
0 0477 0 0351 0 0101 0 0678
0 0756 0 0730 0 1330 0 0677, ,. ) 0 490
(2)
Eight cell populations were distributed in three
dimensional space at the eight corners of a cube, with
one cell population located in the center of the cube
(Figure 2a, top row). Real FCM data frequently contain
one cell population that has higher density than the
other cell populations in the mixture. We simulated
this characteristic of FCM data by as-signing higher
weight to the central population in our simulated data
and it is reflected in the parameters of the Dirichlet.
Simulated cell population locations ranged from zero
to seven in arbitrary units, and corresponding popula-
tions has variance s
2 = 0.25 across the ten data sets.
The simulated data were transformed (Figure 2a, bot-
t o mr o w )b yt h ei n v e r s eb i e x p o n e n t i a lu s i n gd i f f e r e n t ,
randomly chosen transformation parameters for each
sample ({a, c}~U(0, 1) and {b, d} U(0, 2)), where {X,
Y}~U(p, q) denotes that variables X and Y are inde-
pendently drawn from a Uniform distribution over the
interval [p, q]. We applied our algorithm to this
inverse-transformed data, optimizing transformation
parameters for the generalized arcsinh, biexponential,
generalized Box-Cox, and linlog transforms in order to
recover Y
(θ). We then compared the output of these
transformations against the default-parameter versions
of the biexponential and generalized arcsinh trans-
forms, as well as the original untransformed data. To
assess the performance of different transformations the
data were normalized, gated using flowClust/flow-
Merge, and the discovered populations were clustered
across data sets (metaclustered) [21]. We then mea-
sured the resulting intra-metacluster variability as well
as the misclassification rate for individual events in the
discovered populations, relative to their true class
membership (Figure 2b-d) [4].
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Follicular Lymphoma Data
Our approach to data analysis of fluorescence and scat-
ter data differs slightly, in that scatter data are normal-
ized prior to transformation, while fluorescence data are
normalized post-transformation, in accordance with
common practice (Figure 1a-b). We examined the
effects of parameter-optimized transformations
compared to their default-parameter counterparts on
visualization of cell populations in the scatter and fluor-
escence channels (Figure 3a, b). For scatter channels,
differences between parameter-optimized, default, and
untransformed data are clearly visible (Figure 3a). The
optimized version of the biexponential, generalized arc-
sinh, and generalized Box-Cox, all provide improved
visualization of cell populations than the default-
Figure 2 Simulation study results. Results of transformations on simulated data. a) A single simulated sample is shown as a series of bivariate
dot plot projections. Data are presented on the original scale (top row), and on the scale of the inverse biexponential transform (bottom row).
Points represent individual events. b) Boxplots representing the distribution of misclassification rates of flowMerge models with K = 9
components fitted to the simulated data set under different transformations. c) Intra-cluster variability measured as the total sum of squared
deviations for metaclustered populations identified by flowMerge under different transformations. d) Example bivariate projections of metaclusters
for untransformed data (top row), default biexponential (second row), optimized biexponential (third row), optimized generalized arcsinh (fourth
row), and default generalized arcsinh (fifth row). Corresponding metaclusters were selected where possible. Metaclusters are labeled as +/+, -/-,
-/+ for artificial markers A and B. Ellipses represent 90th quantile contours of subpopulations.
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Page 6 of 13parameter biexponential, generalized arcsinh, or the
untransformed data. For the fluorescence channels, the
data are put on a common scale following transforma-
tion (see Materials and Methods), and distinct differ-
ences can be seen between the optimized and default
transformations (Figure 3b). Populations are better
resolved following some transformations than others.
The optimized biexponential improves visualization of
cell populations compared to the biexponential with
default parameters, while there is no observable differ-
ence between the default and optimized generalized arc-
sinh transformation. Other transformation show
similarly variable results. Although differences between
optimized and default transformations are subtle under
visual inspection, these subtleties can have significant
effects on model fitting and model selection during
automated gating if they lead to violations of model
assumptions (Figure 4a, b). For example, small devia-
tions from symmetry in the shape of cell subpopulations
can lead to selection of models with more components,
more parameters, or different degrees of freedom, lead-
ing to different final gates.
To obtain a quantitative measure of the effect of dif-
ferent transformations on the automated analysis of
real-world flow cytometry data, we proceeded to
perform automated gating populations in the scatter and
fluorescence channels, as described in the Methods. We
measured the variability between discovered populations
by metaclustering them across samples, and measuring
the intra-metacluster variability as the sum of squared
deviations (Figure 4a, b). There were minimal differ-
ences in the variability of the lymphocyte populations
between different transformations applied to the scatter
channels (Figure 4a). The optimized generalized arcsinh
and optimized generalized Box-Cox transformations had
the lowest variation in metaclusters, performing better
than the default generalized arcsinh, or the standard of
no transformation. In contrast, larger differences in
variability were observed between transformations for
populations in the fluorescence channels (Figure 4b).
The optimized biexponential, optimized generalized
Box-Cox, and default biexponential exhibited the lowest
intra-metacluster variation, whereas the optimized lin-
log, log, and default general i z e da r c s i n he x h i b i t e dt h e
highest intra-metacluster variation. However, on the
scale of the scatter data, it appears that the differences
between transformations are not large.
The differences between lymphocyte metaclusters in the
scatter dimensions are readily seen to be minimal when
visualizing the metaclusters directly on the original scale
Figure 3 Visualization of FCM data under different transformations. Visualization of flow cytometry data under different transformations. a)
The FSC and SSC dimensions of a representative sample transformed using the biexponential, generalized arcsinh, generalized Box-Cox, and
linlog transformations with optimized parameters. Untransformed and default-parameter generalized arcsinh and biexponential transformed data
are shown for comparison. Some parameter-optimized trans-formations (biexponential and generalized Box-Cox in this example) improve
visualization and resolution of the lymphocyte cell population when compared to default or untransformed data. b) Comparison of a
fluorescence channel data under different parameter optimized and default transformations. In this example, the optimized biexponential and
optimized linlog improve the resolution of the two populations in the CD19 vs CD5 channels, compared to the default generalized arcsinh or
default biexponential. Points represent individual events, contours represent the two-dimensional kernel density estimate of the data.
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Page 7 of 13(Figure 5, contour show’s 90th percentile of the popula-
tion). Each metacluster contains all ten lymphocyte popu-
lations from the ten samples in the data set. Similarly,
metaclusters in the fluorescence channels are visualized
directly on the transformed scale (Figure 6a-g, contours
show 90th percentile of the populations). The metaclusters
of the primary cell populations in the samples are shown
(CD3-/CD19+/CD5+ and CD3+/CD19-/CD5-), repre-
sented as a series of bivariate projections for each transfor-
mation examined. Interestingly, with the exception of the
default biexponential transform, all metaclusters contain
representative cell populations from all samples in the
data set. Additionally, the total number of metaclusters
varies between transformations (shown in brackets), indi-
cating that the principal source of variation in the meta-
clustering is due to cell populations represented as outliers
in the flowClust/flowMerge gating, rather than due differ-
ences in the well-defined, primary cell populations in the
samples.
Simulation
Simulated data allows access to the “true” class member-
ships of individual events that are not available with real-
world data, and can help to better understand the effects
of transformation and parameter selection on automated
gating. We again briefly describe our approach here. We
simulated ten data sets, transforming each with the
inverse of the biexponential transform using randomly
chosen parameter values, as described in the methods
(Figure 2a). We then applied our algorithm to the inverse
transformed data to estimate optimal parameters under
different transformations and again transformed the
inverse-transformed data using those estimated para-
meters and the appropriate transformation. The data out-
put by this process, which should reflect the distribution
of the original data, was subjected to automated gating.
By comparing the true class membership of events in the
original data against the class membership of events
gated by flowClust/flowMerge, we computed the misclas-
sification rate of the gating model under different opti-
mized and default transformations (Figure 2b). When the
optimized transformation was of the same family as the
inverse transformation (i.e. generalized arcsinh or biexpo-
nential) we observed misclassification rates comparable
to the rates obtained for the untransformed data (i.e. the
gold standard data transformed using the correct trans-
formation parameters) (mean misclassification rate of
10.7%, 10.0% and 10.1% for untransformed data, opti-
mized biexponential and optimized generalized arcsinh,
respectively) (Figure 2b). In contrast, the optimized gen-
eralized Box-Cox, optimized linlog, as well as the default
generalized arcsinh and biexponential had considerably
increased misclassification rates with higher variability
across the simulated samples (mean misclassification rate
of 23.3%, 11.8%, 12.7%, and 13.2% for optimized general-
ized Box-Cox, optimized linlog and default generalized
arcsinh, default biexponential, respectively) (Figure 2b).
The poor performance of the optimized generalized Box-
Cox is not surprising in this case, since the biexponential
inverse-transformation applied to the data was quite dif-
ferent from the generalized Box-Cox transform. This
demonstrates that optimization of the transformation
parameters together with selection of an appropriate
transformation can lead to significant improvements in
model fitting during automated gating that compare
favourably to results obtained for the untransformed
data. Furthermore, the estimated transformation para-
meters compare favourable with the true transformation
parameters (Additional File 3), demonstrating that our
assumption of a global multivariate Gaussian distribution
is acceptable for the purpose of transformation.
Following extraction of discovered cell populations
and metaclustering, we observed the lowest intra-cluster
variability for the optimized generalized arcsinh and
optimized biexponential transformations, followed by
the baseline of no data transformation, indicating that
Figure 4 Variation in cell subpopulation locations. Variation in population location measured as the sum of squared distances between
population centers for a) lymphocyte populations in the FSC vs SSC channels. b) metaclusters of cell populations in the fluorescence channels.
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bility and aid population matching (Figure 2c). The lar-
gest inter-sample variability following meta-clustering
was observed for the optimized generalized Box-Cox,
default generalized arcsinh, and optimized linlog trans-
formations (Figure 2c). Selected metaclusters obtained
from default and parameter-optimized transformations
demonstrate that parameter optimized transformations
can lead to better population identification in the auto-
mated gating step, and consequently lower variability
metaclusters (Figure 2d).
Software and Availability
We have implemented parameter-optimization routines
for the biexponential, linlog, generalized arcsinh, and
generalized Box-Cox transformations in the R package,
flowTrans. This package integrates with the existing
FCM data analysis tools in BioConductor and uses exist-
ing data structures data manipulation paradigms from
the flowCore framework [22,25]. The package is freely
available at http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/
release/bioc/html/flowTrans.html.
Discussion
Ideally, all cell subpopulations in an FCM sample would
be well-separated to facilitate gating. In practice, this is
rarely, if ever the case. Real flow data typically consists
of a mixture of complicated distributions that are asym-
metric, frequently overlapping, with cell populations
whose variances are dependent on their mean
Figure 5 Metaclusters in the scatter channels. Metaclusters of lymphocyte populations in the FSC and SSC dimensions for four optimized and
three default transformations. We observe little difference between the transformations in the forward and side scatter dimensions for gating
lymphocyte populations, suggesting that the primary benefit in the FSC vs SSC dimensions is for data visualization. Contours represent the 90th
quantiles of the cell subpopulation distributions.
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algorithms have been proposed to identify distinct cell
sub-populations [1,6-10]. Most of these automated
approaches function under the assumption that the data
has been transformed prior to the automated gating
step. Others even include data transformation as part of
the gating procedure [6,8,10]. The global data transfor-
mation step treats all cells and cell subpopulations
equally, and hides an implicit assumption of a common
error model across all cells and cell subpopulations. The
problem is that we do not know what the correct error
model is for FCM data, and so it is simply ignored. In
this paper, our approach to parameter optimization
attempts to make this assumption more explicit. We
assume that, on the transformed scale, the global data
distribution can be approximated by a multivariate
Gaussian distribution. Although the data are clearly not
multivariate normal, as typical FCM data are
Figure 6 Metaclusters in the fluorescence channels. Metaclusters of cell populations defined in the fluorescence channels of the lymphoma
data under different transformations. Only the primary cell populations are shown for comparison (CD19+/CD3-/CD5+ and CD19-/CD3+/CD5-).
The number of metaclusters for the transformed data is shown in brackets. The number of cell populations in a metacluster is shown above the
plot. Contours represent the 90th percentiles of the cell subpopulation distributions.
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transform the data towards normality to make the distri-
bution more symmetric, mitigate the impact of outliers,
and to have an objective criterion to use for estimating
transformation parameters. Our simulation study shows
that our assumption of a common Gaussian distribution
allows us to obtain reasonable estimates of the optimal
transformation parameters even when the Gaussian
assumption is violated. Only subsequently do we take
on the task accurately modelling the data using a
model-based automated gating algorithm. We leave the
work of fitting a mixture model to resulting transformed
data to the automated gating algorithm.
We have examined the impact of the choice of trans-
formation and its corresponding parameters on the
automated gating procedure. Transforming the data
towards normality reduces the influence of outlier
events and our simulations have shown that optimizing
transformation parameters in this way can improve gat-
ing and cell subpopulation discovery when compared to
applying a naive transformation with default parameter
values. Optimization of the parameters leads to lower
misclassification rates, improved cell population identifi-
cation, lower inter-sample variability and fewer outliers
than blindly applying default transformation parameters.
In our simulations, data were transformed with the biex-
ponential function using randomly chosen parameters.
Only parameter-optimized transformations from the
same family (optimized gener a l i z e da r c s i n ha n do p t i -
mized biexponential) regenerated a data distribution
similar to the untransformed data, as exhibited by com-
parable gating misclassification rates (Figure 2b). The
optimized linlog and generalized Box-Cox transforma-
tions did not have the flexibility to transform the data
back to the original distribution, leading to biases in the
automated gating step. Although the differences in mis-
classification rate are only a few percent, they could
introduce significant variation on downstream analysis,
especially in large-sample situations, where many data
sets need to be analyzed in an automated manner.
Our analysis of a subset of real-world flow cytometry
data set derived from lymph node biopsies of individuals
with follicular lymphoma demonstrated similar results
to those obtained using simulated data. Optimizing
transformation parameters in order to make the trans-
formed FCM data more normal-like can improve data
visualization and cell subpopulation identification in cer-
tain cases. However the improvement in performance is
data- dependent, and it is unclear how to determine in
advance which samples benefit from such an approach
as compared to applying a standard FCM transforma-
tion. Addressing this problem is the subject of future
work. In the cases examined in this study, transforma-
tion of the scatter dimensions via a parameter-optimized
generalized arcsinh or biexponential transformation gen-
erally improves cell subpopulation visualization (Figure
3). Therefore, in situations where scatter data are to be
gated manually we argue in favour of such an approach.
However, we note that under an automated gating
scheme, the differences between transformations are
marginal on the scale of the data, and the benefits are
minimal, particularly when FSC and SSC cell popula-
tions are well defined. This is in accordance with what
is typically seen in FCM data analysis [14].
Cell subpopulation identification in the fluorescence
channels benefits more from parameter- optimized
transformation than in the scatter channels. However,
again the choice of transformation is data-dependent.
While the greatest improvement in metacluster variabil-
ity was observed for the parameter-optimized general-
ized arcsinh transformation in the case of scatter
channels, here the greatest improvement is observed for
the parameter-optimized biexponential transformation
and parameter-optimized generalized Box-Cox transfor-
mation. The intra-metacluster variation for these trans-
forms is lower than for the log transformation, but only
marginally lower than for the default- parameter biexpo-
nential transformation. Despite this, closer examination
of the metaclusters generated from the default biexpo-
nential transformed data shows that one of the CD3-/
CD5+/CD19+ cell subpopulations was not captured by
the CD3-/CD5+/CD19+ metacluster. Additionally, the
default biexponential transformed data leads to seven
metaclusters, compared to six metaclusters obtained for
the optimized biexponential transformed data. These
additional metaclusters capture outlier cell populations
which are not of interest in this particular experiment.
In general, the metaclusters representing the primary
cell subpopulations in this data all capture representa-
tives from each of the ten samples. The predominant
source of intra-metacluster variability is derived from
the metaclusters corresponding to outlier cell popula-
tions. Therefore, in situations where an automated gat-
ing and analysis approach is undertaken, we recommend
applying a parameter-optimized data transformation
such as the optimized biexponential, rather than the
default biexponential, since it has the potential to
improve cell subpopulation discovery and matching
across multiple samples. This is likely to be a greater
c o n c e r ni nl a r g e - s a m p l es i t u a t i o n st h a nw h e nas m a l l
number of samples are to be analyzed manually.
Our metaclustering approach has been designed to
work specifically for data gated using the flowClust/flow-
Merge algorithms. The constraint limiting each
metacluster to one cell population per sample is predi-
cated on the assumption that the gating algorithm (flow-
Merge in our case) represents each distinct cell
population by a unique mixture component. Generally
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flowMerge algorithm, which has been designed to iden-
tify and represent distinct cell populations by unique
mixture components [4]. However, the metaclustering
algorithm would have to be modified if the gating algo-
rithm were changed.
We explored alternative approaches to parameter esti-
mation that included preselection of a sub-population of
events and optimizing transformation parameters with
respect to the subpopulation. How-ever, this approach
proved ineffective, since preselection effectively removed
outlier events. It is these outliers that cause problems
for downstream automated gating approaches, and thus
should be considered in the transformation step. The
decision to transform the data towards a multivariate
Gaussian distribution is supported by our ability to
accurately recover the true transformation parameters in
our simulation study, even though the original data dis-
tribution is clearly derived from a multivariate mixture
model. Our approach could be extended in a number of
ways analogous to flowClust, either by embedding the
transformations within the gating step, thus selecting
transformation parameters maximize the likelihood of a
K-component mixture rather than a single component
density, or by modelling the data with a more robust
distribution such as the multivariate-t. This approach
could have the benefit of generating less variable para-
meter estimates, though likely at the expense of compu-
tation time.
Conclusions
Although the idea of optimizing transformations for
FCM data is not new, to date, there has been no sys-
tematic comparison of FCM data transformations exam-
ining their performance in an automated data analysis
setting [6]. We have developed criteria for optimizing
the parameters of transformations commonly used for
preprocessing and visualization of FCM data, designed
to transform the data towards a more multivariate nor-
mal and symmetric global data distribution. We have
shown that these parameter-optimized transformations
can improve data visualization, population discovery,
and metaclustering, relative to their default-parameter
counterparts in certain sample-specific cases. Parameter
optimization of the generalized Box-Cox transform has
been previously implemented within an automated gat-
ing framework implementing a mixture modelling
approach (flowClust) [6]. While it would be of interest
to implement a similar strategy for the other commonly
used flow cytometry data transformations, our goal here
has been to examine the influence of global transforma-
tion on the automated gating step of high throughput
FCM analysis. Our software allows the user to quickly
examine the effects of different parameter-optimized
transformations on the data, and defer the computation-
intensive gating step to downstream analysis. Our find-
ings showed that the optimized generalized arcsinh
transformation had the lowest intra-sample variability
between populations for the scatter channels. However,
substantive differences in variation were subtle and rare
across the different transformations in the scatter chan-
nels. In contrast, the optimized biexponential transform
had the lowest variability for the fluorescence channels.
This transformation is in accordance with current best
practices. Therefore we would recommend, in the
absence of additional knowledge to suggest a given data
transformation, the parameter-optimized versions of the
biexponential transform for fluorescence channel data,
over the default-parameter counterpart. In situations
where many samples need to be processed in an auto-
mated manner, the parameter-optimized generalized
arcsinh may be a better choice over the current standard
practice of not transforming the scatter data, thus reap-
ing the benefits of occasional improvements in the auto-
mated gating step. Due to its simplicity, our
optimization algorithm could be readily implemented in
other widely available tools such as FlowJo and WinList,
and indeed, efforts are currently underway to tie FlowJo
more closely to the R computing environment [11].
Additional material
Additional file 1: Examples of common transformations with typical
parameters. Examples of the generalized Box-Cox (blue, θ = 0.158),
linlog (red, θ = 56.9), biexponential (black, a = 0.49, b = 0.99, c =1 ,d =
0.01, f =0 ,w = 2.3), and generalized arcsinh (green, a =1 ,b = 0.052)
transformations using common parameter values. The chosen parameters
are selected from an optimized fit of each transformation to FSC vs SSC
follicular lymphoma data.
Additional file 2: The biexponential transformation is weakly
identifiable. The biexponential transformation with full parameterization
is weakly identifiable. a) A bivariate normal distribution on the original
scale. b) Original data transformed with the inverse-biexponential using
parameters a =1 ,b =1 ,c =1 ,d =11 0
-10, f =0 ,w = 0. c) Inverse-
transformed data transformed with the biexponential using the true
parameters a =1 ;b =1 ,c =1 ,d =1×1 0
-10, f =0 ,w = 0. d) Inverse-
transformed data transformed with the biexponential using alternate
parameters c’ =1×1 0
-10, d’ =1×1 0
-10, f’ = -1. When parameters c’ and
d’ are near zero, if f’ ≈ c and d’ is near zero, the two transformations are
virtually indistinguishable.
Additional file 3: Residuals of estimated biexponential parameters.
Boxplots showing the difference between true and estimated
biexponential parameters on ten simulated data sets. Although the
optimized estimates are variable for parameters b, d, the misclassification
rates of fitted models demonstrate that this bias doesn’t negatively
impact the subsequent gating.
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